Clay County

OPIOID SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS 2021

States and state subdivisions reached settlements with Johnson & Johnson, an opioid manufacturer, and the three major pharmaceutical distributors, AmerisourceBergen, Cardinal Health, and McKesson.

$1,444,623.26

for treatment and programs to assist victims of opioid abuse over the lifetime of the settlement. If subdivisions do not join the settlements, RECOVERY COULD BE 1/2

* Figure also accounts for relief from Purdue Pharmaceutical bankruptcy.*

**Potential Settlements**

If Missouri resolves all current and potential claims (i.e., if all qualifying subdivisions sign onto the settlements) and earns all incentives, it (and its subdivisions) will receive more than $457 million. In contrast, if it does not earn any incentives, it would receive only $243.5 million.

**$0 DOLLARS**

OF THE STATE PORTION WILL GO INTO GENERAL REVENUE

Allocation of Settlement Funds

- **State Share**
- **Local Share**

Settlements ➔ Opioid Abatement Fund ➔ Appropriated to four Statewide Agencies ➔ Relief for Victims

Missouri Department of Mental Health, Public Safety, Social Services, & Health and Senior Services